
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW SOUTH WALES

NOTICE OF MEETING

A meeting of the COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING TEACHING COMMITTEE (CSE Teaching
Committee 15/4) will be held at 1:00pm on Friday, 3 July 2015, in Room 103 (HoS Meeting Room),
Computer Science Building.

Enquiries concerning this agenda should be directed to John Shepherd, extension +61293856494,
jas@cse.unsw.edu.au.

John Shepherd,
Committee Chair

Quorum: Not set

A G E N D A

 1. Apologies and welcome
  

 
* 2. Minutes of Previous Meeting
  

 
 3. Report from Committees outside CSE

 John Shepherd will report on considerations from the Faculty Programs
Committee which might impact CSE.  

 
* 4. CSE Core Syllabus Revision

 
The Core Syllabus Working Group has concluded its meetings and a
relatively complete proposal is now avilable. Some discussion on how
to proceed is needed.

 

 

* 5. COMP6733 Internet of Things Experimental
Design Studio

 A new course is being proposed by the Networks group to replace
COMP[49]335. The proposal is in AIMS.  

 
 6. CSE Assessment Review Procedure

 
In a previous meeting, we discussed how review of course results
might be conducted in the future. The future is here, since results will
need to be reviewed next week. Should we go ahead with the new
approach?

 

 
 7. Curriculum Mapping



 

The Faculty of Engineering wishes to provide some automation for the
collection and presentation of how effectively Engineering degrees at
UNSW meet the requirements of Engineers Australia. In theory, all of
the necessary data would be available from AIMS, but many of the
AIMS course entries (especially for courses that existed before
MAPPS/AIMS existed) are rather sparse. John Shepherd has written a
simple system to collect this information and will demonstrate it, so
that CSE can begin the process of data collection for the accreditation
next year.

 

 
 8. Any other Business

  

 
 9. Next meeting

 The next meeting of the CSE Teaching Committee is scheduled for
Friday 31 July.  

 


